HEART FAILURE ASSOCIATION (HFA) of the ESC

Morning Programme

08:30 – 08:40 Welcome to the National Heart Failure Societies Summit 2014
G. Filippatos (Athens, GR) - A. Mebazaa (Paris, FR)

Session 1  HFA AND NATIONAL SOCIETIES: SUCCESSFUL ALLIANCE FOR THE BENEFIT OF RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

Chairpersons: S.D. Anker (Berlin, DE), B. Moura (Porto, PT)

08:30 Welcome to the National Heart Failure Societies Summit 2014
- G. Filippatos (Athens, GR) - A. Mebazaa (Paris, FR)
08:40 World Congress on Acute Heart Failure: Pros and cons
- A. Mebazaa (Paris, FR); Invited discussant – D. Milicic (Zagreb, HR)
08:55 Strong network of HF NS and their partnership with HFA: What we achieved during the last Summits
- P. Seferovic (Belgrade, RS); Invited discussant - Y. Lopatin (Volgograd, RU),
09:10 Present and future of HFA Registries: Achievements and clinical applications
- M. Crespo-Leiro (La Coruna, ES); Invited discussant – N. Nyolczas (Budapest, HU)
09:25 Online education, postgraduate courses and HFA Training Fellowships
- G. Rosano (London, GB); Invited discussant - J-M. Weinstein (Beer Sheva, IL)
09:40 New HF Nurse Curriculum and Patient Care Workshop project
- J. Riley (London, UK); Invited discussant – R. Mo (Trondheim, NO)

10.00 Coffee break

Session 2  GLOBAL ASPECTS OF HFA AND NATIONAL SOCIETIES ACTIVITIES: PREVENTION, DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT WORLD-WIDE

Chairpersons: A. Hoes (Utrecht, NL), C. Chrysohoou (Athens, GR)

10:30 The HFA basic science activities
- C Maack (Homburg/Saar, DE); Invited discussant – G. Wikstrom (Uppsala, SE)
10:45 Fellows of the HFA
- T. McDonagh (London, UK); Invited discussant: H. Skouri (Beirut, LB)
11:00 Why organize a joint symposia between HFA and National Societies
- F. Ruschitzka (Zurich, CH), Invited discussant: J. Čelutkienė (Vilnius, LT)
11:15 Heart Failure Awareness Day presentations
- M Piepoli (Piacenza, IT); Invited discussant - S. Stoerk (Wurzburg, DE)
11:30 Heart Failure Specialists of Tomorrow (HOT)
E. Jankowska (Wroclaw, PL); Invited discussant – D. Moertl (Vienna, AT)

11:50 Break
12:00-13:00        Working Lunch

TOPICS:
Heart Failure Specialists of Tomorrow (HOT) project
The group for under 35’s in the HFA
How to create and promote – will it work in your country?

CLUSTER 1
Chairpersons: J-L Lambert (Oviedo, ES)
              E. Goncalvesova (Bratislava, SK) (reporter 1 at the final plenary session)

- Bulgarian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Belarus Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Croatian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Czech Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Spanish Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Egypt Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Lebanese Society of Cardiology HF WG
- German Cardiac Society HF WG
- Hungarian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Icelandic Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Russian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Slovak Society of Cardiology HF WG

CLUSTER 2
Chairpersons: L. Voronkov (Kiev, UKA)
              G. Kamzola (Riga, LV) (reporter 1 at the final plenary session)

- Cyprus Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Hellenic Cardiac Society HF WG
- French Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Armenian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Association of Cardiologists of Bosnia & Herzegovina HF WG
- Austrian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Swedish Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Latvian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Lithuanian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Swiss Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Ukrainian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Turkish Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Danish Society of Cardiology HF WG

CLUSTER 3
Chairpersons: A. L. Clark (Hull, UK)
              R. Christodorescu (Timisoara, RO) (reporter 1 at the final plenary session)

- British Society of Heart Failure
- Italian Federation of Cardiology HF WG
- Netherlands Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Belgian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Israeli Working Group on Heart Failure
- Macedonian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Moldovan Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Norwegian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Polish Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Portuguese Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Romanian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Serbian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Slovenian Society of Cardiology HF WG
Afternoon Programme 1

13:00-18:00  Country Ambassador’s meeting: Global HF Awareness Programme

For Representatives of:
- British Society of Heart Failure
- French Society of Cardiology HF WG
- German Cardiac Society HF WG
- Spanish Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Netherlands Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Hellenic Cardiac Society HF WG
- Russian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Swedish Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Serbian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Portuguese Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Polish Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Slovenian Society of Cardiology HF WG

Afternoon Programme 2

13:00 – 14:45 - Update on Global Heart Failure Awareness Programme

13:00 – 13:15  Break
13:15 – 13:30  Presentation in plenary room
13:30 – 14:45  Break out sessions in cluster groups as below
14:45 – 15:00  Break

15:00 – 16:00 - Patient groups in your country: do you have them, how do you use them or contact them? (Promotion of Awareness Programme and Heart Failure Matters)

Break out sessions in cluster groups as below

CLUSTER 1
Chairpersons:  L. Tumasyan (Yerevan, AM)
              J. Hradec (Prague, CZ) (reporter 2 at the final plenary session)

- Armenian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Austrian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Association of Cardiologists of Bosnia & Herzegovina HF WG
- Bulgarian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Belarus Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Croatian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Cyprus Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Czech Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Egypt Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Latvian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Lebanese Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Hungarian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Iceland Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Slovak Society of Cardiology HF WG
CLUSTER 2
Chairpersons: J. Pavlovska (Skopje, MK)
O. Gurné (Brussels, BE) (reporter 2 at the final plenary session)

- Belgian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Denmark Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Israeli Working Group on Heart Failure
- Italian Federation of Cardiology HF WG
- Lithuanian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Macedonian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Moldavian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Norwegian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Portuguese Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Romanian Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Swiss Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Turkish Society of Cardiology HF WG
- Ukrainian Society of Cardiology HF WG

16:00 – 16:15 Break

Session 3  PRESIDENTIAL FORUM HIGHLIGHTS
Chairpersons: M. Piepoli (Piacenza, IT), Y. Vasyuk (Moscow, RU)

16.15 Report from the Morning Break-out session

E. Goncalvesova (Bratislava, SK) Summary of the Cluster 1
G. Kamzola (Riga, LV) Summary of the Cluster 2
R. Christodorescu (Timisoara, RO) Summary of the Cluster 3

16.30 Report from the Afternoon Break-out sessions

J. Hradec (Prague, CZ) Summary of the Cluster 1
O. Gurné (Brussels, BE) Summary of the Cluster 2

16:45 Conclusion
F. Ruschitzka (Zurich, CH), A. Mebazaa (Paris, FR)

17:00 End of the Summit

20:00 Dinner